Abstract. In the process of air combat implementation, the real-time command and guidance of air pilot is the key element of air combat irreplaceable. In this paper, a multi-aircraft air combat command and guidance target allocation model is established based on the actual air combat situation. The unbalanced target allocation problem of multiaircraft air combat command and guidance is studied by combining Hungarian algorithm and evolutionary Hungarian algorithm. Finally, two cases of increasing aircraft number and decreasing aircraft number are simulated and studied. Simulation results show that the method can shorten the computation time and ensure the overall command and guidance advantages of the target allocation scheme effectively.
Introduction
In the networked modern air combat of multi-aircraft cooperative confrontation, the guidance and allocation of enemy and fighter planes is an important link in the command and guidance of multi-aircraft air combat. Combine with that concrete reality of our army's command and guidance allocation problem, we mainly carry out one-to-one or many-to-one task allocation, so we can treat the command and guidance allocation problem as a target allocation problem.
Literature [1] [2]has studied the target assignment of the United States air force unmanned aerial vehicle ( UAV ) cooperative operation. The problem of UAV cooperative control and task assignment is studied in reference [3] . At the domestic level, the Taiwan university of science and technology has conducted research on the distribution of weapons targets [4] ; In the mainland, there are also many scholars on the target allocation problem has been studied, Lv Hongwei, etc from the air combat geometry situation, put forward to our overall geometric advantage of the largest target allocation algorithm, so as to give full play to the overall formation advantage [5] . Chen Jieyu et al. proposed a target allocation algorithm based on distributed auction mechanism, which can get the optimization scheme quickly [6] . [7] considering the advantages of simulated annealing algorithm, such as strong robustness, good universality and easy implementation, the simulated annealing algorithm is used to solve the weapon-target assignment problem.
Based on the practical consideration of multi-aircraft air combat, this paper divides the command and guidance assignment problem into small-scale assignment problem and large-scale assignment problem. Hungary algorithm and evolutionary Hungary algorithm are used for target assignment respectively, which not only ensures the accuracy of the assignment results, but also shortens the operation time.
Target assignment model

Concept of target assignment
Considering the number of aircraft, target allocation has two ways, one is balanced target allocation, the other is unbalanced target allocation.
Balanced target distribution
Balanced target distribution method refers to the air combat, both sides forces are consistent, and aircraft ability is equal. According to the battlefield situation, the enemy and our aircraft to " one -to -one" distribution mode, balanced distribution method is generally the original distribution method.
Unbalanced target distribution
In actual operations, the problem of balanced target allocation is only a relatively ideal situation. Usually, the number of aircraft on both sides is not equal. Unbalanced target allocation method is more complex than balanced target allocation method. During processing, the number of targets can be balanced by adding virtual targets, which can be transformed into balanced target allocation problem.
Multi -aircraft air combat command and guidance target assignment model
In multi-aircraft air combat command and guidance target allocation, only the number of enemy and our aircraft in air combat needs to be considered, so as to model the command and guidance target allocation. Suppose there are m enemy planes and n our planes in air combat, each of which can attack only one enemy plane at the same time. Our fighter plane is composed of cluster enemy's jth fighter, in order to achieve air combat victory, usually in the use of forces against the enemy forces constitute an advantage, so should meet nm  , the multi-aircraft air combat command guidance target allocation model can be described as follows:
Among them, () ij n m CC   is the evaluation matrix, and ij C is the air combat command and guidance dominance value of the ith aircraft to the jth enemy aircraft.
() ij n m XX   is the solution matrix of target distribution, ij X value of 1 said has been assigned the jth enemy aircraft to the ith aircraft, value of 0, said not to assign the jth enemy aircraft to the ith aircraft. Z is the objective function, said our fleet total command guidance advantage value, reflect our fleet total air combat situation advantage. An assignment solution X is given to maximize the commander-in-chief lead advantage value of Z . Constraints (2) and (3) respectively indicate that one of our aircraft can attack only one enemy aircraft and one enemy aircraft can be attacked by two of our aircraft at the same time, reflecting the characteristics of multi-aircraft air combat command and guidance target allocation.
3 Multi -objective task assignment based on Hungarian algorithm
Hungarian algorithm
Hungarian algorithm was proposed by Kuhn in 1955. it is a solution to assignment problem. The general implementation steps of the Hungarian algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Randomly number enemy and our fighter.
Step 2: Based on the attribute of enemy aircraft and the air combat situation of enemy and our aircraft, the situation assessment is carried out, and then the evaluation matrix is constructed.
Step 3: Linearly transform the evaluation matrix so that 0 elements appear in each column of each row. (Each line and column minus the smallest element).
Step 4: To obtain the optimal allocation result from the adjusted evaluation matrix.
Evolutionary Hungarian algorithm
Evolutionary Hungarian algorithm is proposed by Holland. Evolutionary algorithm can effectively solve the problem of target allocation, but the computational speed decreases significantly with the increase of dimension, which cannot meet the real-time requirements of battlefield. In this paper, we combine Hungarian algorithm with evolutionary Hungary to deal with largescale target allocation. The algorithm flow is as follows:
Step 1: Judge the number of the fighter planes on both sides and randomly number the fighter planes. If the number of aircraft on both sides is not more than 4, can be directly calculated using simple Hungarian algorithm. If the number of aircraft is more than 4, it is considered as a large-scale target allocation problem, and the two algorithms are combined to deal with it.
Step 2: In dealing with large-scale target allocation problem, the evaluation matrix is firstly processed by Hungarian algorithm to obtain corresponding solution matrix, then several corresponding 0 -1 matrices are randomly generated, and these 0 -1 matrices and the obtained solution matrix are taken as the initial population of the algorithm.
Step 3: The fitness of each individual in the population is calculated, and replication and variation are carried out.
Step 4: Increasing the evolution algebra until the maximum evolution algebra is reached, and then selecting the individual in the obtained population, wherein the optimal individual is the required solution, and the corresponding target distribution result is the optimal distribution scheme.
Processing of dynamic target assignment
In air combat, the forces of both sides will change due to the damage or withdrawal of aircraft, so the target allocation will be a dynamic process.
The situation of aircraft out of the battlefield
When a fighter exits the battlefield, the rows or columns of the corresponding evaluation matrix should be deleted. however, in order to maintain the integrity of the evaluation matrix and enable the evaluation matrix to be used in the calculation and processing of the algorithm, according to the margin method proposed in this paper, the row or column element value of the corresponding evaluation matrix of the fighter exiting the battlefield is changed to 0, which not only ensures the integrity of the evaluation matrix, but also ensures that the changed element value does not affect the normal target allocation.
The situation of aircraft into the battlefield
When a fighter plane is newly added to a battlefield, the number of the fighter planes in the battlefield changes, and the evaluation matrix also changes accordingly, and the number of rows and columns of the evaluation matrix is not equal at this time, and the edge mending method is adopted for processing.
Simulation analysis
Increased number of aircraft
In air combat, there are three kinds of initial situations of the number of fighter planes on both sides: the number of our aircraft is dominant, the number of enemy aircraft is dominant and the number of both sides is equal. But in actual operations, in order to ensure the operational effect, often won't appear under the initial situation of our number is less than the number of enemy aircraft, our number is dominant, the number of enemy aircraft after increase can be converted into a balanced target allocation problem, in this paper, we discuss the number of both sides is equal. Assume that the corresponding evaluation matrix is 44 T  . If suddenly increase aircraft, according to the edge method to change the evaluation matrix. In this initial condition, if the enemy add a fighter, through the analysis of the battlefield situation, get the new fighter threat value, the corresponding after the evaluation matrix to add a column of the aircraft threat value, at the same time need to add the corresponding row below the evaluation matrix for " edge", the principle is that does not affect the normal target distribution. The modified evaluation matrix is: 
Reduced number of aircraft
In the discussion of the above initial conditions, it is assumed that the corresponding evaluation matrix is 44 T  . 
Conclusion
Based on Hungarian algorithm, this paper studies the problem of command and guidance target assignment. Hungary algorithm is used to discuss the unbalanced target allocation method and the dynamic reallocation method after the forces of both sides withdraw from the battlefield under the condition of the battlefield, and the simulation results are given. The overall command and guidance advantages of the target allocation scheme are effectively ensured.
